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Abstract
Musical and cinematographic works are shared on a large scale via the Internet, often disrespecting
copyrights. State initiatives seek to curtail online copyright infringements in different ways; the latest being
graduated response schemes, where the alleged infringer is initially warned twice before he is sanctioned. In
this context questions arise inter alia as regards the identification of the actual infringer, information rights of
the rights holder, reliability of tracking methods or judicial review of the allegations. In this context, it is of
some interest to see how these questions are dealt with under similar regimes. This paper outlines how
these questions and online copyright infringements in general are targeted under German civil law and how
this has become a profitable tool of the music and film industry, in particular following the introduction of
further information rights by the Enforcement Directive. It critically evaluates the recent developments in
Germany and argues for a more restrictive interpretation of the relevant provision of the German Copyright
Act.
Creative industries claim to have suffered a loss in income by the rise of so-called P2P file-sharing, i.e. the
practice of distributing or providing access to digitally stored information using distributed peer-to-peer
networking. While file-sharing as such is not illegal, many users ignore intellectual property rights and
thereby breach existing laws. The problem for the content industry in enforcing their rights is the difficulty of
identifying the copyright infringers without IP address subscription information. Governments feel that it is
their responsibility to protect the rights of the entertainment industry viewed as key economic players.
Therefore governments seek ways to disable unlicensed file-sharing and provide means to identify the
person behind an IP address.
Germany has, so far, refrained from introducing a graduated response scheme and relies on the system of
cease-and-desist letters where lawyers send out Abmahnungen on behalf of the copyright owners. With such
a warning letter the sender informs the addressee that he considers an activity of the addressee to infringe
rights of the copyright owner. The warning also contains a request to compensate the sender for the work
involved to issue the warning (which according to the German law is beneficial to him) and regularly asserts
a claim for damages. Furthermore, it is usually linked with a desist order which sets up a fixed amount of
money each time a (further) infringing act can be proven. Thus, if the addressee signs the request he will
have to pay the penalty for breaching the order or risks a suit filed by the right holder. A whole business has
evolved with specialised law firms sending out dozens of cease and desist letters each day (an estimated
575.000 in the year 2010) [3] and advertising this business with the promise to 'turn piracy into profit'.
Germany has thereby become an intense battleground for illegal file-sharers and content owners with
specialised companies searching P2P networks for illegal activities.
This paper will examine how this system works, who profits from it, how effective it is and how the German
legislature tries to prevent an abuse of the system by lawyers meshing their professional interest with their
clients' economic interests while still enforcing copyright protection. The paper will also focus on recent
decisions where Abmahnungen have been sent to internet access subscribers who have not infringed
copyrights themselves but whose connection has been misused by family members or whose Wi-Fi access
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was not sufficiently protected. This raises issues which are also of interest for those states operating a
graduated response scheme, namely because while the internet connection where copyright material
unlawfully passed through can be identified, it is another matter to tie a particular person to have definitely
used that connection at that time.

1. Preliminary Remarks
1.1 General Principles of Copyright Enforcement in Germany
German copyright law protects right holders under both civil and criminal law. In copyright infringement
matters, especially with regard to illegal file-sharing, a civil action is the far more common way to proceed as
criminal charges are not pursued by the prosecutor. Under civil law, any infringements of an exclusive right of
an author, an author's moral right, or a neighbouring right protected under the Gesetz über Urheberrecht und
verwandte Schutzrechte - UrhG ('Act on Copyright and Neighbouring Rights') could lead to a claim for
removal of derogation or for injunctive relief [4], damages [5], unjust enrichment [6] as well as destruction,
recall or restitution of infringing goods [7].
German law distinguishes between direct infringements, and contributory and vicarious liability. Direct
infringers are those, who violate rights of the right holder themselves, and will be directly liable to the right
holder. Other persons contributing to the infringement (in a legally relevant way) will be liable under
contributory liability [8]. In addition, persons involved in an infringement may be liable as a so called Störer,
i.e. disturber [9]; Liability will be established if the provider knowingly contributes to the infringement of a
protected right. [10] This liability concept originally applied to cases where a person had constructive control
over dangerous property and was therefore held liable under public law - irrespective of intentional or
negligent behaviour - for any foreseeable harm arising from such source of danger. Under private law, the
notion of Störer characterizes a person who is liable under § 1004 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch - BGB ('Civil
Code') to cease any interference with the property of another that is not caused by removal or retention of
the possession [11] The concept has been applied by analogy also to interferences with intellectual property
rights for example to host providers of internet auction platforms for trademark infringements of sellers as
they provided the means for committing the infringement.[12] In general, liability will be established if
the Störer has breached a reasonable duty to examine when he had reason to believe that he or she is
actually supporting an IP-infringing act. Of some relevance, especially with regard to the case of illegal filesharing, is in this respect, that Störer are not liable for damages. Hence, Störer are only liable to cease and
desist. Danger of first infringement suffices for injunctive relief. Copyright infringement also constitutes a
criminal offence under § 106UrhG, punishable with up to three years of imprisonment or a fine. For
infringements committed on a commercial scale the maximum sentence is five years imprisonment (§
108a UrhG). Criminal investigations in copyright matters are only successful where the infringement is of
some severity.

1.2 Remedies for Copyright Infringement
In case of a copyright infringement having taken place, the right holder may bring an action for an injunction.
An interim injunction may be granted if interim legal protection is sought before an actual decision in the main
proceedings, whereas injunctive relief may also be granted permanently in normal proceedings. The
infringed party may assert a claim against any person who unlawfully violates a copyright or another right
protected by the UrhG for removal of the derogation or, in case of risk of recurrence, for injunctive relief. A
claim for injunctive relief also exists where an infringement impends for the first time. The right holder
regularly seeks to have his actual damages compensated. If the infringer acted intentionally or negligently,
he will be liable for actual damages suffered by the right holder (§ 97 II UrhG). In German law, there are
three different ways of calculating damages in copyright infringement matters. The right holder may claim
compensation for his profits lost due to the infringement, reasonable royalties in relation to the infringement
(by the way of license analogy), or to have the actual profits generated by the infringer conveyed to
him. [13] In copyright infringement matters via P2P networks, the license analogy is the most commonly used
way to calculate damages. Although under German law only actual damages can be compensated, meaning
that there are no punitive damages, in certain limited circumstances 'immaterial damages' may also be
compensated. [14] The UrhG provides for a compensation of non-pecuniary losses by authors, editors of
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scientific editions, photographers and performing artists if and to the extent that this is equitable (§ 97 II). The
intention behind this provision is to compensate particularly for the infringement of moral rights. [15] If
damages claims cannot be brought, [16] the right holder may base his claims on the unjust enrichment
provisions in §§ 812 et seqq. BGB. Under unjust enrichment, the infringer will be liable for restitution of the
value of what he gained due to the infringement.
In order to be able to calculate damages, right holders are also attributed claims for information regarding the
origin and distribution channels of the infringing products and rendering of accounts. [17] The implementation
of Directive 2004/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 on the Enforcement
of Intellectual Property Rights (the 'Enforcement Directive', OJ L 157 of 30 April 2004) [18] introduced further
information rights into the UrhG: Information on the origin and distribution of the infringing copies can now
also be claimed from a third party which - on a commercial scale - was found (1) in possession of infringing
goods, (2) to be using infringing services, (3) to be providing services used in infringing activities, or (4) was
indicated by the person referred to in point 1, 2 or 3 as being involved in the production, manufacture, or
distribution of the copies, other goods or services (§ 101 II). [19] There is no statutory definition of the notion
of 'commercial scale' beside Recital 14 of the Enforcement Directive referring to acts on a commercial scale
as those that are carried out for direct or indirect economic or commercial advantage, which would normally
exclude acts carried out by end-consumers acting in good faith. Pursuant to § 98 UrhG, the right holder may
also demand destruction, recall or restitution of infringing copies and equipment.

1.3 Proceedings in Copyright Enforcement Cases
The author of a work, the right holder of neighbouring rights, and the owner of exclusive rights of use with
respect to an infringed work are all entitled to bring an action for copyright infringement. The owners of nonexclusive rights of use, however, do not have standing to sue for copyright infringement unless the right
holder agreed (either separately for purposes of the infringement action or in the license agreement) that the
licensee should be entitled to sue on behalf of the right holder. Before filing a copyright infringement action, it
is advisable to send a so called Abmahnung, a warning letter, to the infringer asking him to cease and desist
from the infringement and to issue a written declaration that he will subject himself to a cease and desist
obligation with an appropriate penalty clause. § 97a UrhG specifically provides that the infringed party should
send a cease and desist letter to the infringing party prior to the instigation of court proceedings to give him
an opportunity to settle the dispute without court action. The penalty clause serves as a means to express
the seriousness of the cease and desist promise. [20]
Abmahnungen are usually sent by an attorney on behalf of the infringed party. The lawyer's fees can be
claimed from the infringer if the claim is justified. In general, the main purpose of a cease and desist letter is
to avoid time consuming litigation and the cost risk associated with court proceedings: According to §
93 ZPO ('Civil Procedure Code'), the claimant has to pay the defendant's costs if the defendant
acknowledges the claim straight away in litigation and the claimant had not sent a cease and desist letter
prior to filing the action. Thus, it is advisable to send an Abmahnung; the initiation of court action right away
should only be pursued where the matter is extremely urgent and a preliminary injunction is needed
immediately or where the claimant is certain that the defendant will defend himself against the claims and
would not sign a cease and desist declaration out of court.

2. How the Industry has turned the Instrument of
Abmahnung into a Profitable Tool
No legal instrument in Germany has in the rise of the World Wide Web encountered as many criticisms as
the Abmahnung. But what is the reason? The Abmahnung is nothing new, but a legal instrument that has
existed in German law long before. However, only recently has the usage of this instrument increased
significantly and while up to the mid-90s such letters were primarily targeted at business entities, it is now the
private computer user who is the focus of cease and desist requests. The reason for this shift of focus is that
modern technologies allow users to engage in potential illicit behaviour on a scale never encountered before.
Just take the example of someone selling goods on eBay; he may easily become a nationwide seller on a
commercial scale. Similarly someone who allows the download of a copyright-protected file from his
computer regularly attracts a worldwide community in contrast to someone who hands over a copy of a
recorded tape on the schoolyard.
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First of all, the key idea of the Abmahnung is simple and reasonable: the sender makes the recipient aware
of an illegal behaviour. The aim is to settle a potential lawsuit out of court and not to burden courts with
unnecessary work. Likewise, the potential infringer shall be able to avoid the high legal costs of court
proceedings. The time and effort for the right holder to issue a warning letter is minimal. However, the more
the procedure is optimised and if many warning letters are sent out, they might become a separate profitable
business model. Although it was not the intention of the legislator to turn the Abmahnung into a source of
income, he has cleared the way for it. Each warning letter requires that the infringement and the infringer are
identified. With the Gesetz zur Verbesserung der Durchsetzung von Rechten des geistigen Eigentums ('Act
to Improve Enforcement of Intellectual Property Rights') which came into force on 1 September 2008, right
holders and their attorneys may now request a judicial order against an ISP to disclose information on
communications traffic data to identify the infringer. In order to obtain such an order pursuant to §
101 UrhG it is required that an obvious infringement has been committed on a commercial scale.

2.1 The Interpretation of 'Commercial Scale'
The 'commercial scale' requirement stems from the Art.8 of the Enforcement Directive. With its introduction,
the European legislator intended to regulate the proceedings for disclosure of information in the sense that
information rights are restricted to infringements carried out for direct or indirect economic or commercial
advantage. [21] In Germany, a regulation in this sense has not been achieved as courts interpreted
'commercial scale' very broadly; hence, the upload of one music album [22] or one film[23] was sufficient to
satisfy the criterion of commercial scale. [24] Clearly this interpretation led to an enormous number of
information requests. Legal practitioners report that for example the local court in Cologne now operates so
called 'Copyright weeks' where they exclusively try information requests pursuant to § 101 UrhG. [25] From
01/2009 to 09/2009 2824 information requests were handled in Cologne, the place of establishment of major
ISPs. [26] Some applications related to up to 3500 IP addresses.[27] The number of applications for the
disclosure of information as to who was behind a certain IP address at a specific time leads to thousands of
identities disclosed; obviously not much time is spent on examining the facts of these cases. [28] Thus, not
surprisingly, a subscriber was granted a right to appeal by the Higher Regional Court of Cologne with regard
to the decision ordering an ISP to disclose his identity. [29] The Court paid tribute to the interest of the user
and subscriber to remain anonymous and to have his anonymity lifted in only such cases where all the legal
requirements to grant an information request are met. [30]
It has to be noted that pursuant to § 101 IX UrhG information which can be provided only through the use of
communications traffic data (§ 3 No.3 TKG ('Telecommunications Act')), requires a judicial order on the
permissibility of the use of communications traffic data. This traffic data is restricted to the data enumerated
in § 96 I TKG:
'(1) the number or other identification of the lines in question or of the terminal, personal authorisation codes, additionally
the card number when customer cards are used, additionally the location data when mobile handsets are used; (2) the
beginning and end of the connection, indicated by date and time and, where relevant to the charges, the volume of data
transmitted; (3) the telecommunications service used by the user; (4) the termination points of fixed connections, the
beginning and end of their use, indicated by date and time and, where relevant to the charges, the volume of data
transmitted; (5) any other traffic data required for setup and maintenance of the telecommunications connection and for
billing purposes'.[31]

Accordingly, information can be acquired with regard to the name and address of the subscriber.

2.2 Professional IP Logging
The IP addresses, for which disclosure of information has been applied, are often collected by companies
like DigiProtect or Media Protector. These companies have specialised in the detection of file-sharing of
copyrighted works and monitor P2P networks for incidents of illegal file-sharing by using software such as,
for example, Filewatch which is currently used by Media Protector. [32] Filewatch connects to a P2P server
and requests a copyrighted file. It then records all the IP addresses that offer the file and starts a download.
Alternatively, they track so-called 'eD2K-links' which lead to a file that can be downloaded from the eD2K
network. [33] As every downloaded file has a unique hash value and can be identified on this basis, a search
will be conducted for identical files with the same hash value. For every hit, Filewatch inter alia, logs the
actual time, the hash value of the file, the user's pseudonym within the sharing software, a hash value that
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identifies the software client within the eD2K network, the name and version of the software, the number of
packets which the client has already downloaded and most importantly the IP address of the client's internet
connection as well as the name of the corresponding ISP at the time of the incident.

2.3 The Legal Costs involved
What is it that makes the Abmahnung so attractive? As has been mentioned in the introduction it is not
merely the aim to protect one's rights but in a number of cases the aim is primarily to generate revenues and
thereby 'turning piracy into profit'. [34]
Abmahnungen can be profitable because the infringing party is obliged to pay the fees for the cease and
desist letter. The legal basis for this reimbursement of the infringed party on whose behalf the lawyer acts is
the so called Geschäftsführung ohne Auftrag('Agency without specific authorisation', §§ 677 et seqq. BGB),
which is a form of agency in which an agent acts on behalf and for the benefit of a principal, but without
being instructed by him, or otherwise entitled towards the principal. If the assumption of agency corresponds
to the interest and the real or presumed will of the principal, then the voluntary agent may demand
reimbursement of his necessary expenses like a duly authorised agent (§ 683 BGB). Necessary are those
expenses that the agent - according to the circumstances of the case - could consider as necessary. [35] As
a cease and desist letter, if justified, avoids a costly court litigation, it is always assumed to be necessary and
in the interest of the infringing party. Accordingly, the infringer is entitled to have the expenses for the cease
and desist letter covered. The costs of such a letter depend on the value of the claim. [36] The chamber of
the Regional Court of Cologne for example, which deals with copyright claims, regularly sets the value of an
illegal file-sharing claim at EUR 10.000 per music title. [37] This Court also held a claim-value of EUR 50.000
for 964 shared music files as adequate. [38] Unlike in competition law claims, the economic situation of the
defendant is not taken into account. It is solely up to the court to determine the appropriate value of a
claim. [39] Thus, for example the Higher Regional Court of Frankfurt set the value of the claim in the
'Sommer unseres Lebens' case at EUR 2.500. [40]
The incentive to pay the fees for the warning and even the damages claimed is high, as potential infringers
fear to be sued. Pressure is put upon them by the fact that courts tend to issue interim injunctive relief in
favour of right holders. In proceedings for interim injunctions courts often do not hear the
defendant. [41] Given the workload German courts are faced with, they are often appealed to issue an
interim injunction as this is a fast and simple proceeding. The right holder only has to furnish prima facie
evidence for the alleged infringement, which means that he has to show that it is more likely that an
infringement was committed by the defendant than it was not. Accordingly, he does not have to prove the
infringement. Furthermore the right holder does not have to make an advance payment of court fees, which
makes it easy for him to request numerous interim injunctions at a time. The alleged infringer has to bear the
costs if the injunctive relief is granted. Although he can file an objection pursuant to §§ 936, 924 ZPO, it can
take several months until his objection is tried and until then he bears the costs. [42] The interim injunction
constitutes a leverage for those issuing warning letters which adds to the success of warning letters.

2.4 Additional Aspects
Recently, there have been reports that users who shared a copyrighted film have received
two Abmahnungen: one from an attorney on behalf of the film distribution company and one from a law firm
acting on behalf of a rap artist for copyright infringement of the music contained in the film. [43] Also, users
who shared the song 'Schöne Welt' of German band Culcha Candela have received two Abmahnungen for
one act of file-sharing: one from a law firm on behalf of the composer/texter and one from a law firm on
behalf of the Music label. [44] It has also been reported that a company, that specialised in the detection of
copyright infringement in file-sharing networks, advertises its business model as generating more income for
right holders than online music stores: whereas a legal download generates an income of EUR 0.60, illegal
downloads may generate EUR 90. [45] Accordingly, the enforcement of copyrights via warning letters has a
distinctive economic value in itself which is even higher than the legal download market.
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3. Measures to hinder the Abuse of Warning Letters
Although the measure was intended as an easy, fast and claimant- and defendant-friendly tool for the out-ofcourt settlement, it turned out to be open for abuse.

3.1 'Necessary Expenses'
Pursuant to §§ 683, 670 BGB the expenses for which the claimant has to be reimbursed is limited to the
'necessary expenses'. These expenses are those expenses that the agent could consider as necessary and
which were in the interest of the claimant. It is common practice in P2P file-sharing cases where attorneys
send out hundreds of warning letters for copyright infringements, that these attorneys ask for payment of
their fees when the infringer has paid. This is unobjectionable as long as the infringed party is also bound to
pay the attorney's fees. The claim for release can only exist where the infringed party is obliged to pay the
fees in any case. Accordingly, the law firms which send out hundreds of warning letters are only entitled to
claim their fees from the infringer if the infringed party itself would be obliged to compensate the attorney.
Right holders, in particular big music companies, which demand reimbursement of expenses often ranging
up to EUR 5000, reportedly have not paid fees or are unwilling to pay them. [46] As they have mandated the
attorney they would be obliged to pay the set fees, and are entitled only to claim reimbursement by the
alleged infringer for the set fees they would be obliged themselves to pay. If they were not willing to pay the
set amount themselves and thus, for example, carry the risk that the infringer is insolvent, they would not be
able to claim reimbursement. However, if a case is litigated in court, the right holders will always rely on the
fact that there has been an agreement between them and the attorney and that the calculation of the fees is
based on the Gesetz über die Vergütung der Rechtsanwältinnen und Rechtsanwälte - RVG ('Attorneys
Remuneration Act'). [47] It has been leaked that although in a case tried before the Local Court of Frankfurt
the claimant was able to prove that the attorney's fees were agreed upon in this specific case, in reality the
law firm and the right holder had created a 'joint venture' with no risks for the right holder. [48] This follows
the Anglo-American model of 'no win, no fee' which in this sense does not exist in Germany. [49] The fee
agreement was as follows: the law firm kept 37.5% of the amount paid by infringers and the remaining 62.5%
belonged to the right holder. [50] This would not be an issue if the right holder did not claim reimbursement of
attorney's fees based on the RVG, which in fact never accrued.

3.2 The limitation of 'necessary expenses' to EUR 100
Pursuant to § 97a II UrhG compensation for 'necessary expenses' for the use of the services of an attorney
for the initial warning letter shall be limited to EUR 100 in 'non-complex cases with only an immaterial
infringement of rights outside of commercial transactions'. This limitation was introduced in 2008 in order to
protect individuals who commit minor infringements in a private setting against regular reimbursement claims
for cease and desist letters, which often range from EUR 800 to EUR 2500. [51]However, the impact of this
provision is limited. [52] An analysis of the case-law so far shows that courts interpret the limitation clause
very restrictively. [53] Warning letters for online behaviour are regularly considered to be within commercial
transactions. [54]Furthermore the notion of 'non-complex cases' is very vague and it seems that courts are
reluctant to consider a case as being simple. [55] In addition the requirement of 'immaterial infringement' is
interpreted restrictive, for example the sale of two unauthorised bootlegs of a concert live recording were
considered immaterial [56], whereas it is presumed that P2P file-sharing never constitute an immaterial
infringement. [57]

4. Possible Objections of the defendant in Filesharing
Cases
If a defendant considers a warning letter unjustified, his main argument usually is: 'it wasn't me'. The right
holder carries the burden of proof that the internet access subscriber was the actual infringer. [58] This proof
is regularly difficult to produce unless the subscriber does not admit to be the actual infringer and only the
actual infringer is liable for damages. The subscriber may always rely on his right to refuse to give evidence
(§ 383 ZPO) as far as family members are concerned. He may argue that he was not the infringer, but does
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not have to name the family member who committed the infringement. Accordingly, where the subscriber can
prove that not only he but also third parties used a connection, he may only be liable as a Störer. The burden
of proof is alleviated for the Störerhaftung relating solely to an obligation to cease and desist. Liability as
a Störer is - as mentioned before - only established where the internet access subscriber has breached a
duty to monitor the use of his connection or search for infringements. It is up to the defendant to prove that
he has not breached a duty.

4.1 'It was not me, it probably was my child/spouse/someone else whom
I allowed to use my computer'
A number of court cases dealt with the question of liability of internet access subscribers for their children or
other family members. [59] The existence and scope of potential monitoring duties of internet access
subscribers (Störerhaftung) have been heatedly disputed where the subscriber allowed family members or
children to use the connection. [60] Some courts have established liability of the subscriber based on the fact
that he did not use available technical measures as for example a firewall or tools restricting the installation
or use of P2P software in order to prevent the infringement of copyrights. [61]
Also, it was held that parents have to monitor the surfing habits of their adult daughter sharing their
connection on a random basis. [62] In general, children should be instructed by their parents before they
would be allowed to use the internet. [63] Only recently, the Higher Regional Court of Cologne expressed
doubts whether a subscriber has instruction or monitoring duties with regard to his/her spouse. [64] The
majority of courts held that protective measures only have to be introduced where there are indications that
an infringement has happened: an on-going supervision without cause for action has been considered as
unreasonable. [65] Also, courts assumed that children may well be more advanced in the use of information
technologies and therefore specifically adult children do not have to be instructed or monitored by their
parents when surfing the internet. [66]
It has been presumed that the access subscriber will not be liable where he can prove that at the time of
infringement he was not using his personal computer and due to password protection or the computer being
locked in a room no one else could have used it.[67] Whether this argument will be accepted before a court
to escape liability as a Störer remains to be seen. So far, there is no consensus in how far an internet access
subscriber will be liable as a Störer for the activities of family members. The outcome clearly depends on the
specific facts of the case but also on the court that has to decide the case.

4.2 Misconfiguration by ISPs
Unfortunately, to date, courts have relied on the accuracy of logged traffic data and considered such data as
admissible evidence. In February 2011, the Higher Regional Court of Cologne however raised doubts on the
reliability of the traffic data stored by a major ISP. [68] This ISP forces a re-connect of the internet connection
every 24 hours. Additionally, when users disconnect and re-connect, they are most likely allocated a new IP
address. In the application for disclosure of information, the ISP confirmed that the complainant was given a
new IP several times during the period in question (three consecutive days). [69] Concluding from the way IP
addresses were assigned, it was considered to be very unlikely that one person will be allocated the same IP
address several times in a row. The Court had doubts whether the complainant could be identified behind
one single IP address for a period of three days or whether this fact was based on a faulty transmission,
collection or transfer of IP addresses. Thus, the court revoked the previous order of the Regional Court of
Cologne for disclosure of information.This decision constitutes a first step into questioning the reliability of
the data transmission, collection and transfer of ISPs.

4.3 'Sommer unseres Lebens' Case [70]: Liability for WLan
In this case the Federal Court of Justice had to decide whether someone who was evidently not at home
when he allegedly shared a copyrighted file was liable for the copyright infringement committed via his WLan
internet connection. The Court held that private persons that operate a WLan have to have a sufficiently
secure password defined as one that is individual and sufficiently long, and have to obey the security
standards at the time of purchase. Accordingly, WPA2 [71] is likely to be considered as the current standard
for private users. This finding takes into account that people who have WLan at home are not necessarily IT-
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literate and can therefore not be required to update the security settings from time to time. However, this
conclusion leads to unfair results, namely that those who have an old router with out-dated security
mechanisms are less likely to be liable for infringements committed via their internet connection. Whether
such a result was intended by the Court is questionable.

5. Concerns about the Introduction of a Graduated
Response Scheme in Germany
Following the criticism of the (ab)use of warning letters, one might ask whether graduated response schemes
such as in the French Loi n°2009-669 du 12 juin 2009 favorisant la diffusion et la protection de la création
sur Internet - generally known as Loi Hadopi - are a feasible solution for Germany. The German Federal
Ministry of Economics is currently awarding a contract for a comparative research study on models to issue
warning notices to users in the case of copyright infringements. [72] The Ministry wants to gain insight into
the experiences with response schemes of other EU Member States such as, for example, France and the
UK which only recently have introduced graduated response schemes. Conducting such a research study
raises concerns that Germany is also toying with the idea of a Three Strikes Law. Whether the sanction of
disconnecting an internet access subscriber from the internet is a feasible solution for Germany is
questionable.
The legality of any such measure in view of fundamental rights depends on the concrete realisation of the
graduated response scheme. Taking into account that a disconnection order constitutes a serious sanction
not only against the subscriber but any other person sharing the connection, the question arises whether
such an order violates basic rights. Regard has to be paid to the fact that it is not necessarily the subscriber
that has committed a copyright infringement where more than one person has access to a specific internet
connection. The problem with the use of the World Wide Web as such is, that one never knows who is using
a specific device accessing the web. The current German regime for copyright enforcement requires that the
actual infringer is identified in order to issue a sanction other than a cease and desist order. If the actual
infringer cannot be identified the internet access subscriber is only liable as Störer, meaning that he can only
be ordered to prevent future infringements of the same nature.
A disconnection order clearly intervenes with the basic right of communication and information freedom
encompassed in Art.5 I 1 Grundgesetz - GG ('Basic Law'). [73] Information freedom encompasses the right
to freely obtain publicly available information. It allows the individual access to all general sources of
information and usually refers to means of mass communication. [74] It further includes the right to actively
obtain information, which also refers to the use of technical means and infrastructure to receive
information. [75] The rights encompassed in Art.5 I 1 GG find their limitations in the provisions of general
laws and thus can be limited wherever a law protects other rights. However, any limitation has to be
proportionate in the sense that it has to be suitable and necessary to achieve the legitimate aim of the
limitation and outweigh the individual's interest. [76]
A Three Strikes Law may be a suitable solution to reduce the number of infringing downloads but already its
necessity is disputable. When examining the necessity one has to answer the question whether there is a
less restrictive measure that would have the same effect. It has been suggested that the reduction of transfer
speed of data which still allows surfing the net, but makes downloading time-consuming and thereby less
attractive, might be an alternative. [77] Balancing the interest of the user to have internet access and the
copyright owner to prevent future infringements and sanction infringements that have been committed, would
require that the latter outweighs the user's interest.
While this is already potentially difficult to assess, the issue becomes more difficult when a whole family is
cut off from the internet as a result of the sanction. However, this would depend on the specific details of the
Three-Strikes-Law, i.e. whether it is the household that is cut off or the subscriber. But if only the subscriber
is cut off then the aim of the disconnection order might not be achieved in first place. In how far will parents
be responsible for their children? Do they have to install software disabling the use of P2P networks? What if
children that are far more IT-literate than their parents circumvent any protective measures? Considering that
a personal computer may not be seized (levy of execution of judgements) if it is needed for professional or
occupational reasons: What if the internet access subscriber needs the internet connection to pursue
business? Questions also arise with regard to shared accommodation and shared internet connection,
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Hotspots offering Free WLan, libraries, basically everywhere where more than one person shares a
connection, the subscriber risks sanctions.
Although the question of feasibility of a Three-Strikes-Law in Germany is not the focus of this paper, the
issue is addressed in order to show that the basic problems are the same as those that have been
encountered with regard to liability questions under the current regime. Considering the distinction that is
made between interferers and actual infringers, any disconnection order could only be directed at the actual
infringer. Also, the introduction of such a scheme might not impact the use of Abmahnungen due to their
above described effect for the affected party as well as the lawyer representing it.

6. Concluding Remarks
The German legal instrument of Abmahnung in the context described above clearly constitutes a legal policy
tool that primarily serves the entertainment industry. Although the intention of such a warning letter is positive
for both sides, the new provisions in theUrhG introduced by the 'Act to Improve the Enforcement of
Intellectual Property Rights' changed this. Business models emerged where only one winner is known,
namely the entertainment industry. While it is clearly understandable that right holders want to protect their
rights, some 'black sheep' have perverted the copyright enforcement tool into a revenue generating tool.
Although the introduction of § 97a II UrhG which limits the amount of 'necessary expenses' to EUR 100 was
intended to prevent the turn-piracy-into-profit scheme, due to the restrictive interpretation of this provision, so
far its impact is minimal. If this provision was interpreted less restrictively, warning letters would presumably
still be an effective mechanism to enforce copyrights but the business that evolved around them would
vanish. Nowadays, everyone seems to know someone who has received a warning letter with many of those
addressees not knowing whether they have actually downloaded the specific file named in the warning.
Many of these people pay or negotiate a settlement for a lesser sum; the reason for this is that many people
use P2P networks, but actually are not able to keep track of what they have been downloading. They might
accidentally have downloaded a copyrighted file. They might have tried to download a copyright-free file but
another file was hidden under the file-name they searched for. Someone might have used their wireless
internet connection. Warning letters are particular popular with regard to porn movies with salacious titles:
the addressees pay because they are too embarrassed to consult a lawyer or verify with those whom they
share an internet connection whether they have (accidently or intentionally or not at all) downloaded the file
in question.. As long as the courts do not interpret the notion of 'commercial scale' within § 101 UrhG more
restrictive and do not make it as easy as it is currently is to obtain a judicial order against ISPs to disclose
information on communications traffic data, the 'joint venture' of right holders and copyright enforcement
businesses is relatively safe. One very recent decision of the Higher Regional Court of Cologne might be a
first step into restricting the notion of 'commercial scale': the Court held that the requirement of commercial
scale is met if the shared film or song is not more than six months old, as the first six months on the market
are considered as the main 'exploitation period' for musical and cinematic works. [78] If the presumed
exploitation period of six months has expired, further factors have to indicate an on-going exploitation period
of some relevance, for example, a listing in the TOP50 charts. It is a matter of time until the courts will have
to deal with the accusation of critics of the current system, namely, that attorneys acting on behalf of the right
holders operate a 'no win, no fee' system. In the end, this could shatter the business model of more than one
person.
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